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We provide a prescription to solve the metric completion problem in gravitational self-force calcu-
lations on a Kerr spacetime by fixing the remaining gauge freedom. We discuss the explicit example
of eccentric equatorial orbits, recovering all limiting cases already studied in the literature of eccen-
tric orbits in Schwarzschild as well as circular orbits in both Schwarzschild and Kerr spacetimes.
The issue of metric completion in gravitational pertur-
bation theory is a longstanding problem, since the semi-
nal works of Regge, Wheeler and Zerilli (RWZ) [1, 2], who
provide the necessary formalism to study the first order
perturbations of the Schwarzschild solution. This ap-
proach was soon applied to the analysis of gravitational
radiation emitted by a small compact body [3], which
captured the main interest of the gravity community.
Since the computation of energy and angular momen-
tum fluxes only involves the radiating part of the metric,
the problem of low multipoles remained overlooked for
many years. Zerilli himself showed that these multipoles
simply correspond to “shifts” in the mass and angular
momentum. Their relevance became clear after the work
of Detweiler and Poisson [4], who emphasized that that
such shifts are as important as the radiating multipoles
for describing the motion of a small body orbiting a black
hole, since their contribution to the (conservative piece
of the) self-force affects the dynamics even at the New-
tonian level.
The non-radiative part of the perturbed metric thus
plays a crucial role in gravitational self-force (GSF) cal-
culations, for which the complete reconstruction of the
metric perturbations is necessary to compute certain
orbital invariants, like redshift function, periastron ad-
vance, spin-precession angle and tidal invariants, which
encode a gauge-invariant information on the dynamics
useful to compare results from different approximation
methods, either analytic or numeric. We refer to Ref.
[5] for a recent review on GSF computational techniques,
and on the increasing importance of GSF calculations
for an even more accurate modelling of the dynamics
of extreme-mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs), which will be
a primary source of gravitational waves for the planned
low-frequency space-based detector eLISA [6]. The RWZ
formalism provides all necessary tools for fully determin-
ing the non-radiative piece of the perturbed metric, di-
rectly using the Zerilli’s results together with suitable
gauge adjustments to ensure regularity as well as asymp-
totic flatness of the perturbation [4, 7–9]. Solving the
same problem in Kerr, instead, is still a challenge since
many years.
The basic theory of gravitational perturbations of a
Kerr spacetime was developed by Teukolsky using the
Newman-Penrose formalism [10–12]. The Einstein field
equations combined with the Bianchi identities lead to
a single master wave equation for the perturbed Weyl
scalars ψ0 (s = 2) or ψ4 (s = −2), which can be solved
by separation of variables (using spin-weighed spheroidal
harmonic and Fourier decomposition). The radiative
part of the metric perturbation can then be reconstructed
from a scalar function, the Hertz potential, in a radiation
gauge through the Chrzanowski-Cohen-Kegeles (CCK)
procedure [13–15]. The latter was originally developed
for vacuum perturbations, and more recently extended to
metric perturbations sourced by a particle moving along
a bound geodesic orbit around a Kerr black hole [16].
Despite the appearance of irregular behaviors (string-
like singularities) caused by the presence of matter (both
within and outside the region where the source is located)
[17], the use of radiation gauge metric perturbations and
related CCK formalism to obtain self-force corrections
to the particle’s motion is now well established in GSF
theory [18–21].
The perturbed metric should then be completed by the
non-radiative modes, which cannot be determined by the
Teukolsky equation, since the spin-weighted spheroidal
harmonics are not defined for l < |s| = 2, in contrast with
the Schwarzschild case, where these lower multipoles can
be expressed appropriately in terms of spherical harmon-
ics using the RWZ formalism. The remaining part must
be stationary and axially symmetric, simply correspond-
ing to mass and angular momentum perturbations of the
Kerr background in the vacuum region away from the
particle’s location, up to gauge modes [22]. This com-
pletion piece can be computed in principle in any gauge,
and no general prescription has been found yet.
According to Ref. [17] a regular (“no-string”) solution
can be formed by joining together the regular sides of
two “half-string” solutions along a hypersurface contain-
ing the particle’s world line, supporting a gauge discon-
tinuity (and possibly distributional singularities). The
latter separates the spacetime region inside the particle’s
location (interior region, −) from that outside it (exte-
rior region, +), so that the full metric perturbation can
be split in three different contributions [23]
h±µν = h
rec±
µν + h
comp±
µν + h
gauge±
µν . (1)
The radiative part hrec±µν is obtained by the CCK pro-
cedure. A method to compute the non-radiative part
hcomp±µν of the completion piece has been recently pro-
posed in Ref. [24] for eccentric equatorial motion (see
2also references therein for a review of previous attempts),
based on the construction of certain gauge-invariant fields
from the full perturbed metric. Imposing the continuity
of these quantities across the hypersurface containing the
particle world line fixes the completion piece of the metric
perturbation in such a way that in the spacetime region
outside such a hypersurface the mass and angular mo-
mentum are given by the particle’s conserved energy and
angular momentum, whereas both vanish in the region
inside it (hcomp−µν ≡ 0). This result has been then gen-
eralized to any bound orbit around a Kerr black hole in
Ref. [25].
A last problem still remains unsolved, how to deter-
mine the pure gauge part hgauge±µν of the completion piece.
For instance, in the simplest case of circular motion one
can reduce the gauge freedom by demanding that the
metric perturbation preserves the helical symmetry, be-
sides the usual conditions of regularity and asymptotic
flatness. Further imposing the continuity of certain met-
ric components has been shown in Ref. [26] to completely
fix the gauge on a Schwarzschild background. Unfortu-
nately, the same reasoning cannot be applied to more
general situations, like eccentric orbits, and still for cir-
cular orbits in Kerr. A different strategy has been sug-
gested in Refs. [21, 27, 28], but not fully implemented
yet, consisting in requiring the continuity at the parti-
cle position of suitably chosen quasi-invariant fields built
with the metric perturbation.
We provide below a general procedure to completely fix
the remaining gauge freedom. The exterior part identi-
cally vanishes (hgauge+µν ≡ 0) due to the request of asymp-
totic flatness. The components of the most general gauge
vector generating the interior part hgauge−µν , instead, are
determined by requiring that the causality condition of
the particle’s four velocity be preserved at every space-
time point, including the location of the particle, and
by imposing the Ricci identity across the hypersurface
containing the particle’s world line.
Perturbations on a Kerr spacetime — Let us consider
the Kerr spacetime (with mass M and angular momen-
tum J = Ma), whose line element written in Boyer-
Lindquist coordinates xα = (t, r, θ, φ), with α = 0, 1, 2, 3,
is given by
ds2 =
(
1− 2Mr
Σ
)
dt2 +
4aMr sin2 θ
Σ
dtdφ− Σ
∆
dr2
− Σdθ2 −
(
r2 + a2 +
2Mra2 sin2 θ
Σ
)
sin2 θdφ2 ,
(2)
with signature −2, where
∆ = r2 + a2 − 2Mr , Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ . (3)
The inner and outer horizons r± are located at r± =
M ±√M2 − a2.
A particle with mass µ≪M moving along a geodesic
orbit with parametric equations xαp = x
α
p (τ), τ denoting
the proper time parameter, and four velocity U =
dxαp
dτ ∂α,
with U ·U = 1, induces a perturbation on the background
due to its energy-momentum tensor, which is Dirac-delta
singular along its world line
Tµν(x
α) = µ
∫ ∞
−∞
1√−g δ
(4)(xα − xαp (τ))UµUνdτ , (4)
where g is the metric determinant for the background,
and the four dimensional delta functions is defined by
δ(4)(xα − xαp (τ)) =
δ(τ)
U t
δ(3)(xa − xap(t)) , (5)
with (a = 1, 2, 3)
δ(3)(xa−xap(t)) = δ(r−rp(t))δ(θ−θp(t))δ(φ−φp(t)) . (6)
A general geodesic motion is governed by the equations
(see, e.g., Ref. [29])
dt
dτ
=
1
Σ
[
aB +
(r2 + a2)
∆
P
]
,
dr
dτ
= ǫr
1
Σ
√
R ,
dθ
dτ
= ǫθ
1
Σ
√
Θ ,
dφ
dτ
=
1
Σ
[
B
sin2 θ
+
a
∆
P
]
, (7)
where ǫr and ǫθ are sign indicators, and
P = E(r2 + a2)− La , B = L− aE sin2 θ , (8)
R = P 2 −∆(r2 +K) , Θ = K − a2 cos2 θ − B
2
sin2 θ
.
Here E = Ut and L = −Uφ denote the conserved Killing
energy and angular momentum per unit mass, and K is a
separation constant, usually called the Carter constant,
which for equatorial plane orbits (θ = π2 , U
θ = 0) reduces
to K = (L − aE)2.
We will conveniently use a parametrization of the world
line in terms of the coordinate time t instead of the proper
time τ . On each t =constant hypersurface the instanta-
neous position of the particle is represented by a single
spatial point, associated with coordinates xa = xap(t).
Let Srp(t) be the surface r = rp(t) which splits the space-
time into the two vacuum regions Vr−p (t), or simply (−),
such that r+ < r < rp(t), with boundary Sr−p (t), and
Vr+p (t), or simply (+), such that r > rp(t), with bound-
ary Sr+p (t). In the limit r → rp(t) the two spherical-like
surfaces join smoothly and are identified with Srp(t), i.e.,
lim
r→rp(t)
Sr−p (t) = Srp(t) = limr→rp(t)
Sr+p (t) , (9)
whereas Sr−p (t) ∪ Sr+p (t) is the boundary of a spheri-
cal corona pierced by the particle world line on each
t =constant spacetime slice.
The perturbed metric can then be written in the form
gαβ(x
λ) = gKerrαβ (x
λ) + hαβ(x
λ) +O(h2) , (10)
3where
hαβ = h
−
αβθ(rp(t)− r) + h+αβθ(r − rp(t)) , (11)
θ(x) denoting the Heaviside step function. We will focus
below on the non-radiative part hcomp±µν and the pure
gauge part hgauge±µν of the completion piece. Furthermore,
we will limit our considerations to bound orbits, since the
results of Refs. [24, 25] on the non-radiative part of the
completion piece have not been extended yet to arbitrary
trajectories, though they are likely to hold for this general
case too.
Completion piece — The exterior metric hcomp+µν is ob-
tained by first-order mass and angular momentum per-
turbations of the Kerr solution (so that it is stationary
and axisymmetric too), i.e.,
hcomp+µν = h
comp+,δM
αβ δM + h
comp+,δJ
αβ δJ , (12)
where the change in mass hcomp+,δMαβ = ∂Mg
Kerr
αβ and an-
gular momentum hcomp+,δJαβ = ∂Jg
Kerr
αβ are obtained by
replacing M → M + δM and J → J + δJ in the back-
ground metric (2) and retaining only terms which are
linear in δM and δJ [24]. The latter are then identi-
fied with the conserved energy and angular momentum
of the perturbing particle, i.e., δM = µE and δJ = µL.
We list below the nonvanishing components of hcomp+µν ,
for completeness (see Eqs. (88)–(89) of Ref. [24])
hcomp+tt = −
2r
Σ2
[(r2 + 3a2 cos2 θ)δM − 2a cos2 θδJ ] ,
hcomp+rr = −
2r
M∆2
{[M(r2 + 3a2 cos2 θ) + a2r sin2 θ]δM
−a[r − (r − 2M) cos2 θ]δJ} ,
hcomp+θθ =
2a
M
cos2 θ(aδM − δJ) ,
hcomp+φφ =
2a
MΣ2
sin2 θ{a[Σ2 +Mr sin2 θ(r2
−a2 cos2 θ)]δM − (Σ2 + 2Mr3 sin2 θ)δJ} ,
hcomp+tφ =
2r
Σ2
sin2 θ[2a3 cos2 θδM + (r2 − a2 cos2 θ)δJ ] .
(13)
The interior metric hcomp−µν is instead identically vanish-
ing, as already stated.
Gauge piece — The gauge part hgauge±µν of the per-
turbed metric (1) can be written as
hgauge±µν = 2ξ± (µ;ν) , (14)
with the gauge field ξ± of the general form [26, 28]
ξ± =
µ
M
[α±(t)∂t + β±(t)∂φ] . (15)
The only nonvanishing components of hgauge±αβ then turn
out to be
hgauge±tt = 2
µ
M
[
dα±
dt
(
1− 2Mr
Σ
)
+2
dβ±
dt
aMr
Σ
sin2 θ
]
,
hgauge±tφ =
µ
M
{
dα±
dt
2Mar
Σ
−dβ±
dt
[
∆+
2Mr
Σ
(r2 + a2)
]}
sin2 θ ,
(16)
which we require bounded in time and asymptotically
flat. The latter request implies that hgauge+αβ ≡ 0, so
that α+(t) = 0 = β+(t), and only the functions α−(t)
and β−(t) remain to be specified, or at least their time
derivatives. Therefore, we need two further conditions.
Gauge-fixing — The first condition comes from de-
manding that the causality property of the particle four
velocity be preserved with respect to the full perturbed
metric (10) at every spacetime point, including the lo-
cation of the particle. This is equivalent to impose the
continuity of hUU = hαβU
αUβ across the instantaneous
position of the particle r = rp(t), i.e.,
h+UU |xα=xαp (t) = h−UU |xα=xαp (t) . (17)
The second condition can be derived as follows. Con-
sider an arbitrary vector field v = vα∂α, whose exterior
derivative writes
dv =
1
2
(dv)αβdx
α ∧ dxβ , (18)
with components
(dv)αβ = 2v[β;α] . (19)
The Ricci identity and the Einstein equations imply [29]
vα;βα − vα;αβ = Rαγαβvγ
= Rγβv
γ = −κT (TR)γβ vγ , (20)
where κ = 8π in geometric units, and we have introduced
the trace-reversed (TR) notation
T
(TR)
αβ = Tαβ −
1
2
Tgαβ , T = T
α
α . (21)
For instance, for a particle without structure (see Eq.
(4)) we have
T
(TR)
αβ = T
(
UαUβ − 1
2
gαβ
)
,
T =
µ
Σp sin θpU t
δ(3)(x− xp(t)) . (22)
Taking the covariant derivative of both sides of Eq. (19)
then gives
(dv)αβ
;β = −κT (TR)αβ vβ + vβ ;βα − vα;ββ . (23)
4The last term can be conveniently rewritten by separat-
ing its symmetric and antisymmetric parts as follows
vα;β
β = v[α;β]
β + v(α;β)
β = −1
2
(dv)αβ
;β + v(α;β)
β , (24)
whence Eq. (23) becomes
1
2
(dv)αβ
;β = −κT (TR)αβ vβ + vβ ;βα − v(α;β)β . (25)
Note that if v is a Killing vector, i.e., v = K, the last two
terms vanish identically (because of the relations Kβ ;β =
0 = K(α;β)) and Eq. (25) simplifies to
(dK)αβ
;β = −2κT (TR)αβ Kβ . (26)
Let us now integrate both sides of Eq. (25) over the
spherical corona enclosing the spacelike 3-volume V with
boundary Sr−p (t) ∪ Sr+p (t) introduced above, surrounding
the instantaneous location of the particle r = rp(t). This
leads to the relation
1
2
I1 = I2 + I3 , (27)
where
I1 ≡
∫
V
(dv)αβ
;βdV α
=
∫
S
r
+
p (t)
(dv)αβdS
αβ −
∫
S
r
−
p (t)
(dv)αβdS
αβ ,
I2 ≡ −κ
∫
V
T
(TR)
αβ v
βdV α ,
I3 ≡
∫
V
[vβ ;βα − v(α;β)β]dV α . (28)
The volume element dV α and the surface element dSαβ
are defined by
dV α = ηαrθφdrdθdφ , dS
αβ = ηαβθφdθdφ , (29)
respectively, where ηαβγδ =
√−g ǫαβγδ is the unit vol-
ume 4-form, with ǫαβγδ (ǫ0123 = 1) being the Levi-Civita
alternating symbol.
The relations derived above are completely general,
and are valid for any choice of the vector field v (with
corresponding 1-form v♭). The latter can be naturally
chosen as aligned with either the temporal or azimuthal
Killing vector of the background spacetime, or even a
combination of them, like the four velocity of the zero-
angular-momentum observers (ZAMOs). For the appli-
cation we are going to discuss below we will take
v = ∂t ,
v♭± = gtαdx
α = (gKerrtα + h
±
tα)dx
α , (30)
which implies different expressions for the exterior deriva-
tives dv± in either region. In contrast, when considered
as a vector and not as a 1-form, its components are con-
tinuous across the particle’s location. Notice that choos-
ing v = ∂φ would not give any useful information. In
fact, it is a Killing vector for both interior and exterior
spacetime regions, implying that I3 ≡ 0 and the rela-
tion (27) reduces to a trivial identity not involving the
functions α−(t) and β−(t).
Let us consider the case of eccentric equatorial orbits,
as an example. The particle four velocity is given by
U =
1
r2
(
ax+
r2 + a2
∆
P
)
∂t
+
ǫr
r2
[
P 2 −∆(r2 + x2)]1/2 ∂r + 1
r2
(
x+
a
∆
P
)
∂φ ,
(31)
as from Eq. (8), with x = L−aE. The first two integrals
(28) are easily computed
I1 = −8π
[
δM − µ
(
dα−
dt
− 2adβ−
dt
)]
,
I2 = −8πµ
(
E − 1
2U t
)
. (32)
The evaluation of the third integral I3 instead is much
more involved, since differentiating twice the Heaviside
function generates terms proportional to the Dirac-delta
function and its first derivatives. We find
I3 = IδM3 δM + IδJ3 δJ , (33)
with
IδM3 = −aIδJ3 + 4πrp
(r2p + a
2)2
∆2p
[
d2rp
dt2
+
1
rp
(
drp
dt
)2(
1− 4Mrp
∆p
r2p − a2
r2p + a
2
)]
, (34)
IδJ3 = −
8πrp
a
r2p + a
2
∆p
{
d2rp
dt2
[
rp
a
arctan
(
a
rp
)
− 1 + a
2
∆p
− a
2
3Mrp
(
1 +
Mrp
r2p + a
2
)]
+
2
rp
(
drp
dt
)2(
1− Mrp
∆p
r2p − a2
r2p + a
2
)[
rp
a
arctan
(
a
rp
)
− 1 + 2a
2
∆p
− 1
2
a2[2Mrp + 3(r
2
p + a
2)]
(r2p + a
2)2 −Mrp(3r2p + a2)
]}
.
5The continuity (17) of hUU at the particle’s position r = rp(t) reads
h+UU (rp) = −2
δM
rp
(U t)2 + 4
δJ
rp
U tUφ − 2 r
2
p
M∆2p
[(Mrp + a
2)δM − aδJ ](U r)2
+2
a
M
[
a
(
1 +
M
rp
)
δM −
(
1 +
2M
rp
)
δJ
]
(Uφ)2
= 2
µ
M
U t
(
E
dα−
dt
− Ldβ−
dt
)
= h−UU (rp) . (35)
The two conditions (27) and (35) can be finally solved
for the time derivatives of α− and β−, leading to
(L− 2aE)dα−
dt
= EL +
L
4πµ
(I2 + I3)− Ma
µU t
h+UU (rp) ,
(L− 2aE)dβ−
dt
= E2 +
E
4πµ
(I2 + I3)− M
2µU t
h+UU (rp) ,
(36)
where the quantities I2, I3 and h+UU (rp) are all functions
of rp only, with δM = µE and δJ = µL as already stated.
This result has been successfully applied in Ref. [30] to
compute the first-order GSF correction to the gyroscope
precession along slightly eccentric orbits. In the circular
case (r = r0, U
r = 0) the previous relations reduce to
dα−
dt
= − u0(1 + 2aˆu
3/2
0 − aˆ2u20)
(1− 3u0 + 2aˆu3/20 )1/2(1 + aˆu3/20 )
,
M
dβ−
dt
= − u
5/2
0 (2 − aˆu1/20 )
(1− 3u0 + 2aˆu3/20 )1/2(1 + aˆu3/20 )
, (37)
where u0 =M/r0 and aˆ = a/M , so that the correspond-
ing gauge vector coincides with that used in Ref. [28]
(see Eqs. (3.14)–(3.16) there).
In the Schwarzschild limit (a = 0) Eq. (36) becomes
dα−
dt
=
ML2
r3pE
+
M
rpE
− 2ME
rp − 2M ,
M
dβ−
dt
= −2M
2L
r3p
, (38)
which for circular orbits reduces to
dα−
dt
= − u0√
1− 3u0
, M
dβ−
dt
= − 2u
5/2
0√
1− 3u0
. (39)
The resulting metric components thus reproduce previ-
ous results for both circular and eccentric orbits [4, 7, 8].
Finally, let us consider the case of a spinning parti-
cle moving along a circular orbit (r = r0, θ =
π
2 ) in a
Schwarzschild spacetime [9]. The associated energy mo-
mentum tensor is given by
Tαβ = Tαβµ + T
αβ
s , (40)
where Tαβµ is still given by Eq. (4), whereas the spin-
dependent part reads
Tαβs = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ∇γ
[
1√−gS
γ(αUβ)δ(4)
]
= −∇γ
[
1
r20U
t
Sγ(αUβ)δ(3)
]
, (41)
with Sαβ denoting the spin tensor with constant magni-
tude s2 = 12S
αβSαβ . We find
dα
dt
= − u0√
1− 3u0
+ sˆ
u
5/2
0 (4− 9u0)
2(1− 3u0)3/2
,
M
dβ
dt
= − 2u
5/2
0√
1− 3u0
+ sˆ
u30(1 + u0 − 9u20)
(1− 3u0)3/2 , (42)
with sˆ = s/(µM), according to the results of Ref. [9].
Discussion — GSF calculations of orbital invariants
require the complete knowledge of the perturbed met-
ric, including a radiative part and a completion piece,
made of non-radiative modes and gauge modes. The
gauge-smoothing of the perturbation on a Kerr space-
time across the particle position has been a challenge for
many years. We have finally solved this problem, provid-
ing a prescription for fully determining the gauge part of
the metric perturbation. This result will allow to finish
ongoing and future GSF calculations, including the case
of inclined orbits, i.e., bound orbits not confined to the
equatorial plane, which are expected to play a key role
in the study of orbital resonances in EMRIs, strongly
affecting the phasing of the inspiral [31].
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